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to accommodate thicker fibers. A high TPI count gives you closer packed tines that are more efficient for
carding fine fibers.
If you were to ever try carding a fine fibre on a coarse carder you would quickly see that nepps begin to form
as the fibers are at greater risk of breakage due to the coarser tines. If you try to card a very coarse fibre on a
fine cloth you will have difficulty cranking the handle as the finer tines try to hang on to the larger fibers and
are unable to penetrate them to open them up. And this is what a carder does, what it is made for, taking
your washed locks and opening them up and smoothing them out, giving you an even blend of draft-able
fibers ready to spin.
One way to match up your cloth with your fibres is by paying attention to the micron counts (approximate)
of your fleece. For our purposes, lets consider that anything between 18-24 micron is ‘fine’, that 24-32
Micron fibers are ‘medium’ and 33+ micron fibers are ‘coarse’

Majacraft supplies Fusion Engine Drum carders with both the 72tpi and the 128tpi carding cloth. It
is great to have choices, but this can also raise a few questions! The first, and most important one is,
‘which cloth should I choose?’ So we thought it might be useful to create a guide to help you with that
decision. What follows is really a full tutorial about carding, with extra info and tips for getting the
results you want from the cloth you choose. For a quick guide, scroll down to the two flowcharts to
check which carding cloth works best with the fibres you plan to card!
What follows is some information that might make it easier to decide which carding cloth you want to
start out with. Of course the upside is that the drums are interchangeable so you can also be confident
that you are not going to be stuck with the ‘wrong’ carding cloth if your carding needs change in a year
or two..
So here’s the thing, the important thing. Your carding cloth needs to be matched up with the kind of
fibre you are ‘mostly’ going to be carding. You can make a smooth batt or a textured batt on pretty
much any carder, so long as you have a cloth that is appropriate to the fibre you are using.
Generally speaking this means that if you have coarse fibre you need a coarse cloth, for example if
most of your carding is going to be Lincoln, or Leicester, then you would want to consider a coarse
cloth in the 45-52tpi range. If the majority of your fibre is fine, such as Merino, Alpaca, or Cormo, then
you need to look for a carding cloth in the ‘fine’ range, 92tpi and over. Majacraft is providing a very
versitile 72TPI cloth that works great on most fibres, and for those wishing to focus on the finer fibres
as the majority of their carding, the 128TPI cloth is wonderful!
This is how it works, ‘TPI’ stands for ‘Tines Per Inch’ and refers to the density of tines on the
carding cloth. When you have a low TPI count, it means there is plenty of room between the tines
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If you have Medium Micron Fibre:
You may want to ‘mostly’ make smooth and well blended batts, and you may want to do this with your
ready supply of medium micron Corriedale. In this case the Fusion Engine carder with a 72tpi cloth is going
to be great! It will work wonderfully with medium fibres (such as Corriedale, BFL, Suffolk, Perendale etc), it
will also handle the medium to coarse fibres well, so long as you are a little careful about their preparation
before feeding them into the carder by making sure they are pre-opened.
You can open out your fibre by flicking the ends with your flick carder (which comes with your drum carder)
and hand-picking them to pull thick locks apart. So long as you are feeding in small amounts at a time you
should be happy with the result you get using the 72TPI cloth with most coarser fibers, and for your medium
micron fibres the 72TPI will do a fantastic job of making beautiful blended batts.
You can also make textured art batts on this same 72 TPI carder. I will come back to this soon with some tips
and tricks to keep the texture in your fibre despite putting it through a drum carder!

If you have Fine Micron Fibre:
If you work mostly with fine fibres, you would definitely be wanting to look at the finer cloth, and the 128
TPI cloth that Majacraft supplies for the Fusion Engine is excellent for making thoroughly blended smooth
batts with fine fibres such as Merino, Cormo, fine Alpaca, Shetland, Polwarth etc. You can be confident that
your fibres will not be damaged when they are well prepared and gently carded on the Fusion Engine with
the 128 cloth.
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Here are a couple of charts that you might find useful when making your carding cloth choices! You can
view them here or click the links to view them full size or download direct to your computer, feel free to print out
as a reference if you like!
In these charts you can see (hopefully) the steps for carding both a smooth and a textured batt, using either cloth.
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Keep in mind that the 128tpi cloth is not the one you want to choose if you are planning on making mostly
textured art batts, even if you have a lot of fine fibre to put in them. The job of the carder is primarily to
open out and smooth the fibres you feed in, and the 128tpi does that very efficiently! There are ways to
‘trick’ the carder to leave some texture in, but if you are wanting to make more textured than smooth batts
I would strongly suggest you choose the 72tpi cloth as it is more versatile in handling a range of fibres, you
then only need to alter the ways you need to prepare and feed in fibre to get different kinds of batts from it.

I fed on fairly thin layers, alternating the fiber type, to enhance the blending:
The following image is the result of the first pass, you can still see the individual fibres and colours, but
it is all blended into an easy to draft from batt. You can still see defined curl and crimp texture too. If
you spun this now it would give you a wonderful, gently textured yarn.

The 128TPI is most suited to making well blended batts with fine fibres, which it does very efficiently, it is
also fantastic for colour blending as the number of passes you need to make to get a good blend is less than
on any lower ratio carders. If you want to keep colour variation as a feature of your batt you simply pre-card
your individual colours and then put them together into your final batt for one pass, and you will get some
distinct colours.

What follows is a photo series to give you an idea of the efficiency of the Fusion
Engine with the 128TPI cloth, using mixed fine fibres including some previously
uncarded locks. Images taken during a colour blending session.
I started with these fibres: a mix of kid mohair, silk, Polwarth hogget (young sheep) and some Angelina:

The second pass yielded this result, smoother and with more blending visible. This would give you a
smoother yarn with some distinct colour variations:
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The third pass gave me the following result, and you can now see the colour getting more blended, the yarn from
this will be a mostly evenly coloured with still some interesting colour variations:

So with this 128TPI cloth I created the batt I wanted from my mix of fine fibres, it is light, fluffy, has some sheen
from the silk and mohair along with some bounce from the Polwarth. Four passes was all I needed for this!

And the fourth pass produced this wonderfully smoothly fluffy (remember the Mohair?!) pink batt: This will
create a fairly evenly pink yarn and I plan to spin it quite fine.

Now to try the pre-carded roving and commercial top for a colour only blend!
Here are my results after one pass in which I layers the three colours (brown, grey, and white) in thin layers:
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The white streaks are tencel which I ‘painted’ onto the main drum directly because I wanted blocks of bling in
the batt. You do this by ‘stroking’ the fiber against the tines as you are cranking it.

The third and final pass gave me a very homogenous blend, in which the brown tone really warm up the grey,
the white lightens it, while as a whole it looks more like a single colour with some rich depth to it. If you
wanted to blend it even further it would not harm the fibres on this 128TPI cloth to continue for another two
or even three passes, the only consideration is not to crank it too quickly, especially with the 8-1 ratio of the
Fusion Engine, you don’t need to as all the gears do the work for you!

The second pass gave me a more blended colour:

Troubleshooting:
Even if you have the right carding cloth for your fibre, you may still have the occasional carding problem. Here
are a few tips that might help.
If you are finding the nepps are still forming in your batt there are several reasons this could happen, even
when your cloth and fibre are matched well. Nepps are formed by short pieces of fibre, either from short cuts
from the shearing, or from broken fibres caused during carding. To remedy this you can: check that you have
shaken out the fibre to remove short cuts, you will also see these as you open up your locks and pick through
your fibre supply before you feed it into the carder. Make sure they are all out.
You should also check the strength of your fleece, ‘tippy’ fleeces, ones that have delicate tips (usually due to
weathering) should have tips removed, you can either do that by cutting off the tips with scissors, or pulling
your staple holding the tip in one hand and the cut end in the other, breakable tips will come off with a bit of a
tug.
Another thing that can cause nepps, especially in very fine fleeces, is residue lanolin in the fleece, if there is
still some greasiness in the fibre it will also snag it more and cause breaks which lead to nepps, so make sure
your fleece is well washed.
If your colours and fibres are not blending as quickly as you would like, or you are finding large patches of
colour that you wanted spread through the batt, you can try splitting your batt into smaller pieces for your
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subsequent passes, try 6 strips instead of three, and spread them the width of the feedtray to create really
thin layers.
If you are hearing the tines meshing while you are carding you can make adjustments to the licker-in
position to find the optimal setting for your carding needs. Do not be scared to move this around, it is useful
to change the distance between the licker in and the main drum to get different kinds of batts. In general
you want it as close as possible to the main drum without the tines touching. If you want to create more
textured batts with a bit less blending, you can move the licker in further away from the main drum to allow
more fiber to transfer to the drum at once, reducing the ‘carding’ action - this is great for art batts. You can
see how to make this adjustment on our video ‘Adjusting the Licker-In’ on our You Tube Channel!
____________________________
We hope you have gained some useful information about which carding cloth will most suit your fibre and
batt making needs! But as always, please feel free to contact us for more information about the carders, the
accessories, and delivery times, we are here to help!
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